Risk Management Tool

Our platform offers a convenient risk assessment tool enabling instant evaluation of medical and
logistical risks for individual employee travel plans.
As businesses reframe their future in today's evolving travel landscape, critical travel data and
intelligence is essential to prioritising the safety of their employees.
Now incorporating Covid-19 country restrictions into our travel tracking and pre-trip assessment
technology, our solution now combines our standard tax, immigration and regulatory services alerts
with travel risk management and data aggregation capabilities into a single, unified and leading offering.
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Covid-19 Alerts,
Updates & Advice
International governments continue to
advise on the application of travel or trade
restrictions to countries experiencing
COVID-19 outbreaks. To enable organisations to rise to this challenge, our complex
rules engine provides an instant review of
the medical and current logistical risks
posed by the traveller’s unique itinerary.
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Locate travellers in
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Central Point of
Contact

Integrating our duty of care system
without intruding on employees
personal privacy, offering a level of
insight into employees’ location.

Our software acts as a central
notification
system,
enabling
prompt
and
transparent
communication to alert recipients,
where ever they maybe.
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Hassle-free risk assessment of itinerary and traveller profile
Instant assessment on whether to carry out the proposed travel or not
A detailed report outlining current logistical and medical risk factors
Integration and customisation opportunities
Convenient access via app or browser
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Example of Alerts
Behind the scenes, our teams of data analysts are closely monitoring government restrictions and
logistical risk environments around the world from multiple sources. This ensures that the information
driving our alerts is always up-to-date and representative of the pandemic’s evolution, consolidated in
a way which keeps things simple for our clients.
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Covid-19 Alert USA

Integration and Customisation
Our team will work with you to create one comprehensive solution, ensuring your Global Mobility system
is truly integrated and extensible with other teams and vendors. Risk managers can become part of the
approval process enabling them to track requests and manage traveller support services where required.
We are also able to integrate travel policy rules, manager approvals, security information and global
Covid-19 updates to ensure that travellers can transition through the risk assessment and approval
process in one efficient visit.
Find out more about our solutions

If you are interested in finding out more about our solutions, or to discover how we can help you with your wider Global Travel Management programme, please contact us.
LINC Building, Technological University, Dublin, Ireland.
liam@gtglobaltracker.com

+353 86 810 8156
www.gtglobaltracker.com
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